


Reveal i ng wonder.
i t ’s in our NATURE.

Nature is full of wonders waiting to be revealed. Those
breathtaking scenes under unpredictable weather and
fast-paced moments when encountering wildlife bring their
own challenges, but they also offer the possibility to see and
show them to the ones venturing further.

The OM SYSTEMOM-1 Mark II is a statement of blazing fast
speeds, unparalleled computational capabilities, and tactile
usability, with refinements throughout the camera. What the
OM-1 Mark II presents is a true wonder of outdoor photography
equipment that will perform wherever you go.

Revealing wonder. it’s in our NATURE.

OM-1 Mark II

ComputationalPhotography that expands expression and hones image creation

Absolute Reliability Video Functions that meet the demands of creators

High Image Quality that goes beyond expectation High-Speed Performance for accurately capturing split-second moments

FEATURES



To learn more about Olympus & OM SYSTEM products,
please visit https://explore.omsystem.com

*Specifications and appearances are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the
part of the manufacturer. *The colors of products printed herein may differ from those of the actual
products. *All other company and product names are registered trademarks and/or trademarks of
their respective owners. *Thedate herein is as of January 2024. © 2024 OM Digital Solutions

SENSOR EFFECTIVE RESOLUTION / TYPE 20.4 Megapixel 4/3 Stacked BSI Live MOS

DUST REDUCTION Super Sonic Wave Filter

PROCESSOR TruePic™X Dual Quad Core Processor

IMAGE STABILIZATION SYSTEM 5-Axis Image Stabilization with up to 8.5 Shutter Speed Steps Compensation

VIEWFINDER Eye-level OLED electronic viewfinder, approx. 5.76M dots

REAR MONITOR 3.0-inch vari-angle monitor (electrostatic capacitance touch panel),
Approx.1.62M dots (3:2)

WEATHERPROOFING Dust, Splash and Freezeproof (IP53 Rated)

FOCUSING SYSTEM High-speed imager AF: Imager phase detection AF and imager contrast AF used in
combination

FOCUSING POINTS

Cross-type phase detection AF (1,053 points)
Contrast AF (1,053 points) / All target
Single target (1 point), Small target (9 points), Cross target (39 points)
Middle target (63 points), Large target (165 points)
Custom target* (AF area and its increment steps selectable)

AI DETECTION AF Human, Formula cars, rally cars, motorcycles / Aircrafts, helicopters / Bullet trains,
standard trains, steam locomotives / Birds / Dogs, cats

SEQUENTIAL SHOOTING

[Sequential shooting] approx 10 fps with selectable 1-10 fps
[Anti-shock sequential shooting] approx 10 fps with selectable 1-10 fps
[Silent sequential shooting] approx 20 fps with selectable 5, 10, 15, 20 fps without
blackout
[Silent sequential shooting SH1] approx 120 fps with selectable 60, 100, 120 fps with-
out blackout
*Slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used.
[Silent sequential shooting SH2] approx 50 fps with selectable 12.5, 16.7,25, 50fps
without blackout
*Compatible lenses are limited.
[Pro Capture] approx 20 fps with selectable 5, 10, 15, 20 fps
*When in Pro Capture mode, slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used
[Pro Capture SH1] approx 120 fps with selectable 60, 100, 120 fps
*When in Pro Capture mode, slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used
[Pro Capture SH2] approx 50 fps with selectable 12.5, 16.7,25, 50 fps
*Slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used.
*Compatible lenses are limited.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Focus Stacking
Art Filters
Live Composite
Exposure Bracketing
Live ND
Live GND
4K Video Recording
Wireless Shooting & GPS Info via Smartphone
Vertical Video
High Res Mode

WEIGHT Approx. 511g (body only)

DIMENSIONS Approx. 134.8mm(W) x 91.6mm(H) x 72.7mm(D)*Based on CIPA standards: excludes
protrusions

BOX CONTENTS
Body, CB-USB13 USB cable, CC-1 Cable clip, CP-2 Cable protector, Shoulder strap,
Instruction manual, Warranty card, BLX-1 Li-ion battery, F-7ACAC adapter, FL-LM3
Flash

SPECIFICATIONS OM-1 Mark II




